2006 ford explorer aftermarket radio

Here is the audio stereo radio wiring information for your Ford Explorer with the standard or
amplified systems. It will be useful when installing a stereo sound system, aftermarket headunit
radio, or other automotive accessories. Make sure to grab the appropriate tools to test all the
wires in your Explorer. Failure to properly test all the wires may lead to vehicle or bodily
damage. All information is provided as-is and accuracy is not guaranteed. If you find any
conflicting info please leave a comment with what you found in your Ford Explorer. Thanks for
looking! Then pop that panel unplug any electrical connectors and remove it. There are no
screws holding that panel on. Carefully unplug the airbag connector at the top and you can set
that panel to the side of the console or unplug all the connectors and completely remove it. The
radio is then held in with 4 7mm screws. Keep in mind if you are installing a new radio in your
Explorer you need the wiring harness, the antenna adapter, and the mounting kit as well. The
OEM amp turns on with 5v instead of 12v. A standard aftermarket radio uses 12v which will
cause a loud pop when the amp turns on or off. Use the following adapter to drop the voltage
down and get rid of the annoying turn on pop:. If your Explorer has the OEM overhead DVD
system you will need the following harness to keep it functional with your new aftermarket
radio:. If doing front and rear speakers order 2 of these. Your email address will not be
published. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Guy answered
5 years ago. OJ answered 5 years ago. The LED display on your radio is sometimes replaceable,
but not always. You will have to check and see if an aftermarket one is available. The radio will
have to come out. For the difference in the price, if available, probably easier and a lot less
trouble to change the entire radio. I can not find the fuse for the locks, The book that came with
the car is incorrect. Is There still a class action suit pending for the rear hatch cracking on Ford
Explorer? See attached picture. Hi, I used to remote start my Ford Explorer but I dropped the
keychain and now it doesn't work what can I do? I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new
New posts New media New media comments Latest activity. Media New media New comments
Search media. Join Elite Explorers. Log in Register. What's new Search Search. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Latest activity. Log in. Install the app. Register for free
access. The 1 Ford Explorer enthusiast resource for 25 years! On and offroad projects.
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. I swapped the two devices around
and sure enough: high tone horn works in either position. But, low tone unit is dead. Its been 16
years since I purchased an aftermarket battery. My Explorer is showing signs the battery is
dying. M Explorer Maintenance Help Hello all! I'm looking for suggestions and perspective on
my DIY maintenance efforts. Hopefully, providing more information will be better than less.
Some background: I started working on my wife's Explorer, after we got married last year. It is
the XLT V6 4x4, and has about k on the I've been looking for one that's close to what the factory
one looks like. All the new radios look like stuff out of an alien space ship and I hate it haha.
Just want something simple R Aftermarket Rim Question Bit of an oddball question, but I saw
these online and am remotely curious as to what they are, anybody know? M Aftermarket Halo
headlights for 03' Explorer? I found one for the expedition but it is one single unit, whereas the
explorer is two separate units for the turning lamp and the headlamp L Aftermarket Console Hey
guys, im looking to replace my current console with an aftermarket console in my 05 Sport Trac.
Has anyone here done this before or can anyone recommend one to me? Would love to see
pictures of the console! Such as the black or chrome reflector ones. I want to do a Retrofit but
don't want to do it on my own headlights. If they're leaking or the housing is T aftermarket radio
with jbl subwoofer?? T Suspension Upgrade Hey Guys! Its near stock, just has a simple lift with
fox shocks on it but looking for a kit to basically replace a lot of the stock components that
seems to be slowly but surely going out on me. What kits are out Hi everyone, I'm new here and
at a loss. Mountaineer tail lights are becoming harder to find in my area and I was wondering if
tail lights from a similar year explorer will fit? Or if anyone could point me in the direction of
finding aftermarket tail lights for or newer mountaineers. I am new to the site and still working
my way around. I couldn't find anything close to what I needed so I figured I would make a new
thread. I have a friend who has offered to help me with J What feeds the sub? Bought a new
radio for my explorer, it is a xlt ironman. The radio came with a harness, but I still need to get

the vehicle harness that connects me into the factory wiring if I decide to do the install myself.
However, looking at the radio harness side of the wiring, I'm trying to figure W aftermarket AC
Parts Reviews? I'm getting ready to revive the AC on a Mounty 5. The accumulator has rusted
through, but I haven't dug much deeper yet to see the orifice tube. I started researching, and the
accumulator prices range from The compressor is If anyone has ever installed this one or can
give me any tips etc I would So here's the story. The other night, I was backing out of my
driveway in Southampton, and I backed into one of the trees we have at the end of our driveway.
The left rear of the car is fine, but the right side needs some body work done or a new back right
side window and trunk lid. Come see for Hello all, I am new to the forum and what a great place
for info! Question, I want to dress up my ride a little and have searched all over the web trying to
find any aftermarket fender flares that would fit my 05 XLT Explorer 4x4. I really like the stock
ones that seem to flow into the We found a gently used! However, it did not have the towing
package. I'd like to add a class 3 hitch for lb capacity and 7-wire harness. I'd love to make this
look as factory as possible. Anyone been there, done that? How'd it go? What was used? Did
you mod the rear ToddL Thread September 10, explorer limited explorer sport aftermarket boat
class iii classiii hitch tow tow package towing Replies: Forum: Stock - Ford Explorer
Discussion. R HELP fog light wireing ok so i crashed my 02 explorer eddie bower and the driver
fog light was broken i decided to change it over to aftermarket fog lights 55 watts i want to
utilize the factory wiring the fuse blew and i replaced it blew prior to install of new lights so new
fuse in spot 44 and also fog lights N Aftermarket Stereo help! I have a ford ranger edge, all
stock. I would like to put In a new stereo, one preferably with the USB port for my iPod to hook
up to, or if it comes down to it, an auxiliary cable. I have no clue how many watts i need or if
every stereo fits. I do not want the big fancy touchscreen G Tail light question Hey guys, I got
another newbie question for ya. Im trying to order aftermarket tails to go with my new black
headlights and limo tint, but everywhere I go, I read the fine print and they say 4-door explorer
tails wont fit sports or sports trac. I this true? I figured they might not X '97 4. Alignment::
Caster Adjustment I am curious as to why Ford did not install a part that made this possible
Anywho, I just wanted to make sure before I drop my truck off to have some work done I
ordered a standard aftermarket double din GPS navigation system, and while trying to install it, I
noticed the harnesses didn't fit, so I figured I would have to solder the wires together. I went to
Pep Boys, and they highly J Hello From Canada Well this is my first time on a forum and
actually registering I am hoping to probe you all in order to build a mid grade off road Sport
Trac, by mid grade I mean beyond trail worthy, almost baja style. I am in the process of getting
shop manuals and other info to enable me to push the stock This site uses cookies to help
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continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
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